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Obituary

Richard Margoschis was an Envi-
ronmental Health Officer in War-
wickshire who took up wildlife
sound-recording, as a hobby, in
the 1950s. At that time, he main-
tained that he was a recordist
and not a naturalist, but, very
quickly, he became a competent
observer of birds, mammals and
amphibians – at least, those
which vocalised. He liked to
look at plants and fungi, too, but
from an artistic viewpoint: he
was a keen photographer.

Gradually, Richard acquired a
wide range of good-quality
sound-recording apparatus, and
in 1968 he was the main driving
force in the founding of the
Wildlife Sound Recording
Society. The Society now has a
worldwide membership of over
300, with a thriving journal,
Wildlife Sound, and circulating
sound tapes.

In 1974, Richard took early
retirement and, in consequence,
was able to travel and undertake

natural-history sound-recording
over much of Britain. He ran
wildlife sound-recording courses,
talked to naturalists’ groups,
devised a parabolic reflector par-
ticularly for bird-sound
recording, produced bird-sound
tapes and, as Tape Editor, pre-
pared four circulating tapes a
year for members of the WSRS.
With all these activities, he was
greatly helped by his wife, Viv:
they made an ideal team.

Sadly, Viv died in 1994, and
one wondered if Richard would
reduce his recording activities.
He soon started work, however,
on a memorable 100th edition of
Wildlife Sound and then con-
tinued the sequence to over 120
issues. He was very persuasive
in stimulating recordists to send
their work to him for criticism
and comment. Richard always
supported the Wildlife Section of
the National Sound Archive, now
at the British Library in London;
all his best bird-sound pieces are

held there and can be heard by
arrangement with the Curator.
Further, those ornithologists who
search through the pages of
BWP will know that many of the
sonograms in the species’ voice
sections have been prepared
from Richard’s recordings.

Richard loved birds and, espe-
cially, their varied vocalisations.
His skill and ability in teaching
the art of wildlife sound-
recording, and in preparing bird-
sound tapes for education and
identification as well as for radio,
film and television programmes,
have been widely recognised.
He advanced the development of
his craft, especially the practical
aspects of bioacoustics: identifi-
cation of species and of indi-
vidual birds in census work. He
will be greatly missed in many
natural-history circles, as well as
in his home community.

Philip Radford

Richard Margoschis (1921-2000)

293. Richard Margoschis (1921-2000), doing what he enjoyed best.
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